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Editorial Comments
from the President

from the Secretary/Treasurer/Editor

Submitted by Ken Stach

Submitted by Gary Anderson

We are taking a welcome break from the series on
South Dakota counties in this issue with something,
as collectors, we all dream about...an original “find”
of covers. Our own Gary Anderson was in the right
place at the right time and landed one of the big
ones. I’ve been at this hobby for 33 years now, and
can count on a few fingers the number of original
cover caches I’ve come across in that time. Congratulations, Gary!

While many societies are losing membership, ours
has actually increased by one member since last
year. We did not lose any last year, and added one
recently from the website.
Keep the donations coming. Any and all are welcome to offset the added cost of the Dakota Collector. We did great last year, so let’s keep it up.
This month we have my article on the fabulous Park
River Nat’l Bank, Park River, Dakota Territory find.
This is a once in a lifetime find. I will be showing
the nicest items in this article, including many Dakota Territorial postmark variations. Enjoy the article!

We’ll likely resume our South Dakota county quest
in the next issue with Butte County. So, if you have
any covers or cards you’d like included, please write
me soon.
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The Park River Bank Find
By Gary Anderson, with comments from Mike Ellingson

Cavalier, Dakota. Sep. 4, 1888 large DCDS with a target killer with a corner card of Cavalier
Roller Mills. This style of postmark was previously unknown from Cavalier. The Cavalier Roller
Mills was in business up to World War II under the ownership of Andrew Robbie and Fred Harris. The grain elevator associated with the former Cavalier Roller Mills is still in business today.

the remainder. I purchased the rest of the lot intact.
As I started going through the lot, I could not believe what I was seeing….there were over 80 different North Dakota Territorial postmarks that were
either the first find from a town (the “discovery
copy”) or a different postmark type.

This past fall I received a call from a local stamp
dealer who said he had a group of Dakota covers
that were right down my alley. So, I went right out
to his shop to take a look. When I got there, I
couldn’t believe what I saw….a large group of covers all addressed to the First National Bank of Park
River Dakota. Unfortunately, like many bank correspondences that I have seen, the covers were actually only envelope fronts, but with very interesting
postmarks, nonetheless.

As with many finds of covers, the vast majority
were from the vicinity of the address, in this case
from the Park River, Dakota Territory area. Unfortunately, there was very little from the South Dakota
portion of Dakota Territory of virtue. There were
quite a few Territorial covers from South Dakota,
but all were from larger common towns.

When the dealer received the covers, they still had
the original string around them, which had been
used to secure them into bundles at their time of use
in the late 1880’s. Virtually all of them were from
1886, 1887 and 1888. There was some later material included, but it only compromised a small portion of the overall lot.

There were quite a number of fabulous illustrated
advertising covers, in a variety of subjects. Three of
the most notable are an illustrated cover for Winchester Rifles from St. Paul, Minnesota, a multicolor illustrated tobacco ad from Detroit, Michigan,
and an illustrated ad from Chicago Illinois for a re-

The dealer had opened the lot and picked out some
of the illustrated advertising cover fronts, but left
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Conway Dakota. Jul. 21, 1887 large DCDS with a fancy star killer and corner card of Vorachek
& Vobayda, General Merchants, Conway, Walsh Co., Dak.

versible watch case, which reversed from open-face
to hunting case.

conversation that had taken place between
Gordon Twedt and I about 15 years ago.
Gordon, as many of you know, had a tremendous collection of North Dakota and Dakota
Territory postal history. But, like many of us,
he would occasionally lament at 'the one that
got away'.

I was so exited to get this find, as this is what every
collector dreams of coming across...an original
“find” of covers. After I had gone through it, I was
talking with Mike Ellingson and he had heard of this
accumulation some time ago from our deceased Dakota Postal History Society founder, Gordon Twedt.
Mike had the following comments to make:

If we dial back about 15 years to the conversation I was having with Gordon, he had expressed real disappointment that he was now
aware of a nice accumulation of Dakota Territory material, but was unable to acquire it.
For some reason, the owner at that time wasn't interested in selling or trading, but did give
Gordon a sample or two of the material.
While on the phone, Gordon rattled off the
names of several of the towns that were in the
lot, which I happened to jot down on a piece
of paper and throw in a file I had (and still
have) of my written correspondence with
Gordon. The lot was of particular interest to
Gordon, since it was primarily material from
the Park River area, which was Gordon's
home area.

Last fall, Gary Anderson called me to talk
postal history, as we often do. I could tell
from the tone of his voice that something was
up, and Gary right away mentioned that he
had just got into a little goldmine of Dakota
Territory material, with several rare and previously unreported postal markings. A local
dealer had called Gary and told him he might
have some material that would interest him,
so he went and looked at it, and immediately
purchased the entire lot.
During our phone call that day, Gary started
listing off the names of some of the towns that
were in the mid-1880s correspondence. When
given the list of towns, plus the fact that they
were virtually all addressed to the Bank of
Park River, it triggered an old memory of a

I guess this is one of those times when is pays
to be a packrat, as it was the little scrap of
paper from my conversation with Gordon that
5
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helped to tie the
stories together,
since the list that
Gordon gave me
was basically the
same as the list
that Gary was
now reading off
to me. While few
and far between,
it is nice to know
there are still
basically intact
original correspondences to be
brought to the
collectibles market. Great find
Gary!

April, 2010

Crystal, D.T. Nov. 23, 1887 large DCDS with a barred circle killer. This style of handstamp was previously unreported from Crystal.

On the following
pages, I will show
some of the nicest
material from this
great find and I will
make a few comments on each of the
covers. This goes to
show you that there
are still finds out
there to be had.
They are few and
f a r b e t we e n , b u t
they are still out
there. As I have
always said, the fun
of collecting is the
hunt. There is a lot
of truth in that. It is
fun to have nice and
Dundee Dak. May 3, 188? cds and target on triple-rate registered cover front (6¢ postage for
3x the 2¢ rate, plus 10¢ registration fee)
scarce covers in your
collection, but the
thrill is finding something new and different. You
never know what is out there. Keep digging and
you never know, you may turn up something like
this in your field of collecting!
Gary Anderson
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Easby, Dak. Nov. 28, 1887 manuscript postmark. This is the first territorial cover to turn up from
Easby. There are quite a few statehood markings, as the office operated from 1884-1957.

Elgin Dakota Sep. 5, 1887 large CDS with fancy wheel of fortune killer. A very scarce territorial, being one of three known of this style of postmark. Elgin operated in Cavalier
County from 1883 to 1888.
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Fargo Dak. Feb. 20,188? cds and cork killer with a nice corner card for Deere Implements.

Fargo, Dak. Dec. 16, 1887 duplex cancel with a nice illustrated corner card for the Ames Iron
Works of Fargo, D.T.
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Gardar, Dak. Jan. 12, 1886 cds and cork with a nice printed corner card of E.H. Bergman, Notary
Public, Land, Loan and Insurance Agent, Gardar P.O., Pembina Co., Dakota.

Gertrude, Dak. Mar. 21, 1887 cds & target. There are only a few postmarks known from Gertrude.
All are of this same style. Gertrude operated from 1883 to 1895 in Cavalier County.
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Inkster Dak. Aug. 26, 1886 cds and target. Nice illustrated corner card for T.W. Ruttle, Dealer in
Farm Machinery, Inkster, Dakota.

Lambert, Dak. Apr.3, 1887 manuscript postmark. This is the discovery copy of a postmark from Lambert, which was open in Walsh County from 1886 to 1907
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Latona, Dak. May 11, 1887 large cds and a target killer. Latona operated in Walsh County from 1884
to 1908. This is the first territorial postmark reported from Latona. Only a statehood postmark was
previously known.

Locke, D.T. Aug. 21, 1886 large DCDS and target killer. Locke operated from 1882 to 1899. This is
the discovery copy of a postmark from Locke.
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Milton, Cavalier Co. Dak. Jul. 5, 1886 fancy oval postmark and barred circle killer. This style of postmark was previously unknown from Milton. The post office was established in Pembina County and
then transferred to Cavalier County..

Minot, Dak. Ward Co Jul. 20, 1887 DCDS and cork killer. I believe that this is one of three known
county postmarks from Minot. A very scarce Minot marking.
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Mountain, Pembina Co. D.T. Sep. 16, 1887 fancy oval postmark and target killer. This style of postmark was previously unknown from Mountain, a very scarce territorial office.

Praha, Dak. Wm. V. Ruzicka P.M. Mar. 15, 1885 large DCDS and target. This is the discovery copy of
this style of postmark from Praha, which operated from 1883 to 1907 in Walsh County.
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Silvista, Dak. Jun 8, 1888 cds and partial, possible semi-fancy, killer. Silvista was a Walsh County DPO
that operated from 1883 to 1904. Previously, there was only one manuscript marking known from this
post office.

Tomey, D.T. Oct. 9, 1887 manuscript postmark and pen cancel on stamp. Tomey was a Walsh
County Post Office that operated from 1886 to 1907. This is the discovery copy of a postmark from
this post office.
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Vesta, Dakota Sep. 25,1886 fancy purple postmark with a maltese cross killer. Vesta operated in Walsh
County from 1883 to 1905. Only a few territorial markings are known from this office.

Walshville Apr 21, 1888 manuscript postmark with pen cancels on stamps. Walshville operated in
Walsh County 1878 to 1914. This is the discovery territorial postmark from Walshville, with only one
statehood postmark known.
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American Well Works, Aurora, Illinois illustrated ad cover. Mailed from Aurora, Ill on Jun 1, 1887.

Chicago, Illinois, 1886 illustrated ad cover front for “May’s New Deal Lamps”
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Milwaukee Wis 1886 ad cover front for National Sengerfest, Jul. 21, 1886 to Jul 25, 1886.

Moline Wagon Company, Moline, Illinois, 1880s illustrated cover front.
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St. Louis, Missouri, 1880’s Agricultural Implements illustrated ad cover front.

St. Louis, Missouri, Christian Peper’s Tobacco Works illustrated ad cover front.
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All 55 Years of

Announcing

WESTERN EXPRESS
on DVD

“The Gordon Twedt Memorial
Award for an Article on
Dakota Postal History”

for only $40 postpaid
to Western Cover Society Members

Open to anyone who is a member of the
DPHS. Any research pertaining to the
postal history of the Dakotas, North or
South. Deadline is December 31, 2010.
The judges of this contest will be Gary
Anderson, Doug Wick and Ken Stach. The
winner will have their article published in
the Dakota Collector and receive honorary
mention from the DPHS Officers in the issue in which their article appears. It was decided at the annual meeting in 2009 that we
would continue this competition on an honorary basis. Send articles to Dakota Collector, P.O. Box 600039 St. Paul, MN. 55106.

Every issue of Western Express, from 1950 through 2005,
has been scanned and stored on DVD as fully searchable
PDF files.
No need to fumble through those old dog-eared copies of
Western Express to find your favorite subjects! Just pop
the DVD into the computer and search with a click of the
mouse. As a member of Western Cover Society, your cost
is only $40. Non-members of WCS can purchase the DVD
alone for $100. Send your check today to:

Oscar Thomas, Treasurer WCS
P.O. Box 604
Lake Forest, CA 92609

DPHS Website Information
All 25 Years of
The Dakota Collector
on CD plus a one-year
membership to the
Dakota Postal History Society
for only $25 postpaid

The Dakota Postal History Society now has its
own website. You can visit it at:
http://www.dakotapostalhistorysociety.org
The website contains information on the Society’s purpose, a history how it got started, and
some of the best of the past issues of the Dakota
Collector in PDF format. These back issues can
be viewed with Adobe Acrobat Reader and
printed in full color. The website also has as a
printable application blank for the Society as
well as links to other websites that might be of
interest, including the Dakota Postal History
Society Group on My Space that is monitored
by Board Member Walter Anderson.

Every issue of The Dakota Collector from 1983
through 2007 has been scanned in and stored
on CD as fully searchable PDF files
No need to fumble through those old-fashioned paper
copies of The Dakota Collector to find the subjects you
are looking for. For $25, you get the Dakota
Collector CD plus a one-year membership to the
Dakota Postal History Society (which includes a
one-year subscription to The Dakota Collector).
Send your check today!!!
Gary Anderson, Treasurer DPHS
PO Box 600039
St. Paul, MN 55106

Please give the website a look. Any and all
comments are welcome!
Gary Anderson
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